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Energy sense + less sweet
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Entry  level upstart Signal Projects Alpha signal line
The signal lines to be introduced are from the Signal Projects in the UK, and it is said that they have been very interesting to set up Signal Projects. They did not
set up Signal Projects before. Their team was mainly engaged in recording work and had the opportunity to put the old recording studio Of the equipment to
replace the new expensive products, but found that the quality of the recording is improved, but the effect is still not very good, after repeated tracing found that
the original is out on the old wiring, when they put the old wiring Replaced by highquality wiring, found out the effect of recording works greatly improved.
Because of this matter, so that they understand the importance of wire, so they began in 2005 to set up a special production of highquality wire company, and
produced by the wire, but also to the peer recording engineer quite satisfied.
English conclusion is at the bottom of this Chinese article.
In order to further enter the audio industry market, they set up in 2007, Signal Projects, to produce highquality fever wire to the fans to use. From 2007 to today,
nearly 10 years, their wire has eight series, from the most advanced Golden Sequence, Andromeda, Altantis, Apollon, Hydra, Lynx, Monitor, and even the
introduction of the entry Alpha series, quite complete.
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They are good at using different metals to mix lines, and will use different metals as conductors for design purposes. They will be used for gold, silver, copper, or
mixed use due to design needs, and will be used as needed Single or multistrand conductor, as well as mixed use of coarse and young, many changes. And
their production of wire is very particular about, will fully take into account the resistance, capacitance, impedance, inductance, skin effect, shielding, and
grounding and other factors, each wire factory will be pasted and tested to ensure that the owner Of the wire quality. To the author of the hands of the Alpha
signal line, for example, in the factory certificate has been written on different instruments have been detected more than 20 hours, with more confidence.
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This is the author of the hands of the Alpha signal line is their new entry series, although it is entry, but it is used to achieve 99.9997% purity of copper as a
conductor, are multistrand design. The outer layer is surrounded by aluminum, plus copper mesh woven for double antiinterference.
Design is to take the traditional line, sturdy and solid, the general sound enthusiasts always feel that "gentleman is not heavy is not Granville", even the signal
line also hope sturdy and brave, but in fact the signal line is sturdy, really need some technology, but fortunately Alpha The signal line is not imagined hard, and it
is not laborious to use.
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Although the wire is not hard, but it is very heavy, this line in addition to the senses feel that material is fierce enough, the key part or conductor, if the thick wire
inside the filler is mostly composed, that in fact little help on the sound, Pick up it will not think of the weight, but the Alpha signal line conductor is genuine, very
thick diameter, visible Alpha signal line is not a virtual table.

The author of the RCA version of the hand, it is used in the RCA connector is a name Bullet Plug design, and metal surface is more goldplated, when the user
inserted into the equipment, it is possible to rotate the outermost ring, firmly locked In the socket, this can make the connector and socket contact surface layer,
the favorable signal transmission, and the signal transmission to further reduce the distortion.
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Sound lively atmosphere, high degree of balance
Test the author of this Alpha signal line used in the Playback Designs MPS5 SACD / DAC body to test its effect, an opening to feel the sound of this signal line is
good, Alpha signal line has a very high sense of energy , The sound of its expression is wellbehaved, character is not strong, with a very high degree of balance,
to play "Serenta" Nightingale Serenade, for example, the first bird's song crisp and bright, violin clear, vivid and beautiful piano lowfrequency rounded Strong,

Alpha signal line in the first sound of the recording has a very extraordinary power, in addition to the ability to fully restore the above, the birds of the call is quite
prominent, bright and powerful, people hear the relaxed and happy, violin strings Sound all should have the toughness of the bow between the ups and downs of
the friction between the end of highfrequency finish can be fully demonstrated, feel real. Because it is high purity copper as a conductor, so the expression of the
sound exceptionally clear.
And then broadcast another "hero has a dream" movie soundtrack, this soundtrack dynamic ups and downs, strong energy, playing the first two WFH Act 1, the
Alpha signal line to restore the drum was quite vivid, drums and Steady and strong, fast tight beat the drums elastic full, structured. This is the best of the wire is
that it is structured when the music structured, large and small ups and downs in the big changes, the same has a very high degree of clarity and the amount of
information, is the energy without losing the details of the wire.
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Moderate thickness and excellent focus ability
The author adds a different type of music record, such as the "Waterfall" played by Shanxi Jiangzhou Drum Music Troupe, Decca's "Three Cornered Hat"
Triangle Hat, and the "Bach Suites For Solo Cello" by Janos Starker "Baja no accompaniment cello ... ... whether it is drums or strings, which Signal Projects
Alpha signal lines are able to show a very appropriate thickness, frequency distribution is quite balanced, no special biased, energy is strong, but not It is thick
sticky, but the performance was more closely and meticulous sense of condensation.
In particular, when listening to percussion, the instrument's overtones and space reverberation have a feeling of disappearing after a few seconds, and not at all
harsh, and most importantly, the focus of each instrument is very good and easy Find it should be the location, particularly strong focus. In addition to strength
and density, the Alpha signal line also has a delicate texture, the harmony of classical instruments, texture, slim, with Alpha signal line to listen to, you can feel
the subtle expression changes, string extension is very beautiful, more with Sweet and elegant atmosphere.
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In the balanced band performance, Alpha signal line is the most eyecatching or energy sense, its energy is not rude Mangtype, but the spirit with a sense of
speed. Piano music and no turbidity, piano notes without dragging the water, the band's concerto and piano singing, string shiny water to foil, to guide the melody
of the lines from the rigid, with the Alpha signal line has just in the soft Temperament, a little more rational ingredients, orchestra and piano concert when the
various parts of the separation is very good, and a separate piano playing also showed a grainy grainy sense, can be said to be more accurate and more soft.
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to sum up
In general, Signal Projects Alpha signal line with a wild personality, it is not a special band of addiction, the overall distribution of balance, can show a high
density of sound texture, the analysis is also very good, it is easy to extend the high frequency with a little sweet Taste, but this sweet tendency will not be more
modified music, but naturally bring out the sweet expression of music, it is hidden in the CD album inside the treasure, by the Signal Projects Alpha signal line
cleverly to reproduce these messages Out, plus the wire factory after a variety of test equipment testing, sound atmosphere balance, is absolutely worthy of
referral of wire.
It's high is smooth, sweet and stress free, no artificial at all, but only digging the final detail from the music. All Signal projects cables are tested before shipped,
and worth be recommended to all audiophiles. (Reviewed by Redman from feverSound.com Hong Kong)
Signal Projects Alpha RCA Signal Price: HK $ 5,800
Inquiry: Cable Art Shop (852-23325850)
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